
the head of London Transport held the (to him) odd notion that he had a
species of "social contract" with Londoners, the efficient running of the
business would be impossible! Surely, the exact opposite is true: unless
those who are charged with providing public transport for London
consider it their duty to provide the best possible Service, subject of
course to consideration of cost and finance, there could be no efflciency!
This is so also for another reason, connected with the point made earlier
about labour motivation. At lower managerial and operational levels,
the staff are nor and can not be aware of the effect of their actions or
inactions upon the profit-and-loss account. They can, however, take
pride in doing a good job, in pleasing the customers, in running trains or
buses punctually, in not having people wait for twenty minutes in the
rain. Even in a competitive Situation, sensible firms urge their employ-
ees to provide good Service. Of course, Denys Munby did not advocate
bad service! But he seemed to have a concept of commercial calculation
which excluded the idea of duty and purpose ("social contract") related
to user needs. He and those who think like him, tend to fragment, to
disassemble a system, to concentrate on its parts, to advocate marginal
cost pricing, for instance. Of the inherent ambiguity of "margins" I shall
say more in a moment. Now I would like to stress the doubtful
conclusions which follow from such an approach, using public trans¬
port as my example. The first is the complexity of the fares structure. In
most of the world, simplicity (and so cheapness in issuing and checking)
is seen as desirable, hence flat fares regardless of distance in urban
areas. These, of course, neglect marginal cost, perhaps because to take it
into account is itself costly. Or let us take an example from London
which seems quite absurd to me. The fare from (e. g.) Oxford Circus to
Notting Hill Gate was and is much dearer on the underground than by
bus. Why? Did the management prefer that passengers should travel by
bus? Apparently not. Some odd marginalist must have calculated that
costs on the underground are higher! No other management in the
world would so disassemble the transport system, or fail to consider its
primary task, that of expeditiously moving people!

In most countries, there is some Standard Charge by distance for long-
distance rail transport. In Britain, our economists advise discriminatory
charges ("what the traffic can bear"), i. e. to exploit monopoly power if
and when it exists. Yet such practices were outlawed when the railways
were in private ownership!

Which brings me to my last major point, the use and abuse of marginal
analysis. Let me make it quite clear that I am not attacking marginalism
as such, but what Paul Streeten once called "misplaced marginalism".
One point has been made already: if a firm undertakes a bündle of
activities which react upon one another, decisions cannot be taken in
isolation, without considering the interconnections. It is similarly
evident that complementarities and indivisibilities exist, and that one
must take them into account if they are significant. No one, of course,
would deny this. No one, for instance, is unaware that an electricity grid
is an interrelated system, that one must consider the systemic effects of
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